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ABSTRACT

Car plate recognition system has been developed to identify vehicles by the contents of their car plate for law enforcement nowadays. The application of the recognition system has wide variety where it is used as the vehicle access control, state border control and vehicle traffic monitoring. Since the usage model is wide, the accuracy of the recognition system is very important. This project is aimed for implementation of a car plate recognition system for standard Malaysia car plates using the chain code and local signature as the recognition technique. This system consists of several phases which are the car plate image extraction, car plate characters segmentation, database creation and character recognition. Besides, Graphical User Interface is developed for better user experience. The software is developed in the Visual C++ environment and the image processing is done by the OpenCV library. With the 100 images that being tested, the success rate for the car plate image extraction is 94%, segmentation is 93% while recognition is 75%. This recognition system does not give high recognition accuracy but improvement is suggested on the software development such as adaptive threshold mechanism and chain code normalization prior to recognition phase.
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1.1 Project Background

Car plate recognition system is a complex image processing application which recognizes the characters on a car plate based on the given conditions and instructions. The car plate recognition system is also known as automatic number plate recognition, automatic vehicle identification, car plate reader or optical character recognition for cars. In short, typical car plate recognition involves 4 general processes: captures, interprets, records, process image.

Car plate recognition system has wide variety of applications. It is used as the vehicle access control, state border control, traffic surveillance, vehicle traffic monitoring. Car plate recognition system is getting more and more important nowadays because it is used for the law enforcement where it could detect the speeding vehicles. Besides, this system helps to improve the security in the resident area or parking space where all vehicles are well monitored every moment. Car plate recognition system also eliminates the need of the parking tickets in the department store or the ticket for the highway where the vehicle owner can just pay the toll charges by scanning the vehicle car plate and it able to catch those who never pay. In this case, long queue for toll charges payment and traffic jam during peak hour can be avoided.
1.2 Problem Statement

Nowadays, different vendors develop different types of car plate recognition system where each of the car plate system using different recognition method to achieve the target. However, each of the existing system has their own weaknesses. The weaknesses of the existing car plate recognition system are slow computation time, low accuracy and extremely high cost.

Besides, most of the image processing tools in the market currently are using Matlab as the software development interface. For image processing, the biggest challenge when developing the software is on the speed and efficiency. For speed, Matlab is slower comparable than C++ environment as Matlab is a language which converts from C to Java, followed by Matlab. Hence, it takes longer computation time. On the efficiency, Matlab utilize big resource compared to C++ environment which only need to consider the memory management.

1.3 Objectives

The objectives of this project are:

i. Development of the offline car plate recognition system which able to recognize the standard car plate in Malaysia

ii. To identify the local signature of each of the alphabet and numbers and create the database for the alphabet and numbers of the car plate.

iii. To identify characters on the car plate based on chain code and the local signature

iv. To develop a GUI using the Microsoft Visual C++ and Open CV library for image processing and decode
1.4 Scope of Project

This project involves a series of research work on developing the offline system for car plate recognition system which can be categorized as below:

i. To understand the car plate recognition system phases which normally consists of the plate localization, character segmentation and optical character recognition.

ii. To study on the Freeman Chain Code algorithm and weaknesses and to explore the local signature of the alphabets and numbers on the car plate.

iii. To explore on the way to develop graphical unit interface for the recognition system.
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